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INFLUENCE OF LOW–CONDUCTIVE COATING ON
INSULATION SYSTEM OF ROTARY ELECTRIC MACHINE
∗
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The discharge activity is well-known phenomenon in large rotating machines. Unfortunately it is not completely understood and explained phenomenon yet. Especially creeping (also called gliding) discharge activity in winding heads is not
deeply investigated and interpreted/explained. All of mentioned discharges may be marked as partial discharges (PD) in
general. This study offers two points of view on this problem. At the first place it is a finite element modelling (FEM) of
two different slot arrangements used for analysis of the electrostatic field. Second, the measurement on real model of stator
winding helps confirming the validity of modelled results.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The semiconducting coating is placed on the surface of
high voltage stator bars and coils to prevent partial discharge [1–3]. Without presence of bar’s semiconducting
coating, PD would occur in small gaps between bars and
slot sides. To protect this part of stator coil semiconducting coating is usually used (Fig. 1). Its resistivity is then
in range of 0.1–10 kilo ohms per area [4–6]. Out of the stator core PDs also occur but the cause is different. If the
stator bar outgoing from the slot is coating-less, its insulation will be longitudinally stressed by non-linear electric field intensity of high gradient. To prevent this, the
coating of higher resistivity (hundreds of kilo ohms per
area) is used in case of slot region protection. In addition
the coating is divided into several sections with stepped
value of both the permittivity and the sheet resistivity
[7–9]. Such a kind of surface treatment makes the curve
of voltage stress more linear. Due to this modification
the coil is much more resistant to PD. The theory is relatively well known, but the methodology of finite element
modelling of such a phenomenon is not. So far there is
no methodology to compute the voltage distribution over
the length of the stator bar outside the slot.

2 FINITE ELEMENT CALCULATION

For solution of this problem a harmonic electric [10]
analysis is supposed to be very suitable for determination
of effects of alternating voltage in rotating machine insulating system. In this kind of analysis the electric field is
derived [11] from the electric scalar potential. Capacitive
effects and displacement current are taken into account.
Neglecting the time-derivative of magnetic flux density,

the system of Maxwell’s equations reduces to
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2.1 FEM model design
The mesh of the model (see Fig. 2) was optimized in
the coating region in terms of maximal accuracy. With
regard to the computation requirements some simplification had to be done. First only a small cut out of whole
slot is modelled. Therefore the modelled winding has no
winding heads. Furthermore the magnetic circuit can not
be considered as laminated. The coating itself is modelled
as a very tight volume of properties listed in Table 1.
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Table 1. Material properties considered in each model

Resistivity (Ω/Area )
Relative Permittivity (–)
Model l Model 2 Model 3 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3
Iron
N/C
N/C
N/C
N/C
N/C
N/C
Copper
N/C
N/C
N/C
N/C
N/C
N/C
Slot Wedge
N/C
N/C
N/C
5
5
5
Air
N/C
N/C
N/C
1
1
1
Coil Insulation N/C
N/C
N/C
5
5
5
Coating 1
N/C
1e4
1e4
5
3
3
Coating 2
N/C
1e5
1e4
5
3.5
3
Coating 3
N/C
5e5
1e5
5
3.5
3.5
6
Coating 4
N/C
1e
1e5
5
3.5
3.5
Region

tor bar is supplied by high voltage of 8 kV (RMS) with
frequency of 50 Hz.
Glass ribbon
Coil insulation
Coating

2.2 FEM model results
From computation the distribution of electric field intensity in each element of model’s mesh is obtained. For
better interpretation it is possible to map results into defined path over meshes elements. In this particular case
we are interested mainly in surface of coating, hence two
paths is defined as shown in Fig. 4.

3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Fig. 1. Cross-Section of Stator Slot

Fig. 2. Meshed Numerical Model

In our computations, three different models have been
used. The first one was coating-less and serves for calculation of voltage distribution along the stator bar
length without any improvements. The resulting curve
is strongly nonlinear with high gradient. The second one
included the coating and the resulting curve is therefore
more linear. The third one is the combination of previous
models. Its coating consists of two-stage semiconducting
layer. Material properties of models are listed in Table 1,
properties marked as N/C were not considered. Boundary conditions are set with regard to the real experiment.
The magnetic circuit potential is grounded and the sta-

The partial discharge (PD) testing was performed using a commonly available test system Doble-Lemke PD
SMART, which allowed the measurement of the recommended IEC-magnitudes including the description of the
PD behaviour in a well known PRPD-pattern. Sensitivity of the test circuit was from 4 to 40 pC, depending on
used PD gain.
The measurement was accomplished according to measuring circuit shown in Fig. 5. Measuring circuit corresponds to IEC 60270 standard. [12] During this kind of
measurement it is very necessary to consider so called
self extinguish phenomenon. [13] This phenomenon occurs especially in case of large rotating machines. In fact
it is a matter of the space charge and equalization of the
charge in the initial stage during the PD measurement. In
Fig. 6 Q(t)U (t) diagram is shown with good visible selfextinguish phenomenon. It is necessary to wait at least
10 minutes to stabilize the PD behaviour.
The measuring procedure itself consists of two main
stages. In the first stage the inception voltage extinguish
voltage Ue is measured. After reaching inception voltage
the voltage is increased to 1.2 times greater value. Then
the voltage is decreased to extinguish voltage Ue and then
to 0.8 fold of Ue . This stage repeats five times.
In second stage of the experiment the time dependence
of PD activity is measured. The measurement takes 10
minutes at 8 kV voltage and apparent charge Qiec and
discharge current I are measured.
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Fig. 3. Physical Properties of Modelled Regions

Path 1

Path 2

Fig. 4. Paths for Reading Results
Table 2. Measured PD data results

Ui (kV) Ue (kV) Qiec (nC) I [µA)
Bar 1
2.5
2.3
8.87
30
Bar 2
4.3
4.1
1.71
4.2
Bar 3
4.6
4.4
1.46
3.07
The measurement was performed on laboratory model
of large rotary machine stator. Three types of bars were
measured. First bar was not wedged and had no anticorona protection. Bar number two was wedged and had
two-phase anti-corona protection and finally bar number
three was wedged as well, but it had four-phase anticorona protection.
Partial discharge testing belongs to one of high applicable insulating material test methods within electri-

cal machines. This non-destructive test method allows
determination of PD activity in measured subject. [14–
16] The characteristic parameters according to IEC 60270
standard as inception voltage Ui , extinguish voltage Ue ,
apparent charge level Qiec and average discharge current I (in µA ) were measured and analyzed. Furthermore two types of PD diagrams were used to define which
types of partial discharges were occurred. First diagram
is well-known and used PRPD (Phase Resolved Partial
Discharge) diagram. [17–22] In fact, it is Φ- q - n diagram
which shows dependence of apparent charge to phase of
the testing voltage with repetition rate parameter. Output from this diagram is typical pattern which allows recognizing the partial discharge type. Of course, it is necessary to use some database of typical PRPD patterns.
Next used diagram was Cumulative charge diagram which
helps together with PRPD diagram to specify the recognition of the PD type.
In this measurement three kinds of PDs, depending
on the bars properties, occur [22–24]. In case of first bar
slot discharges, internal partial discharges and gliding discharges occurred. In case of bars number two and three
the slot discharges were suppressed, since these bars were
wedged. Furthermore internal PDs have been detected
since they depend on insulation processing and they were
more or less similar to previous case (resin-rich technology
was used for these bars). Also gliding discharges, depending on anti-corona protection, occurred.
Bar number one shows obviously all three types of partial discharges. Level of apparent charge is 8.87 nC (see
Table 2) and inception voltage is very low in comparison
to bars number two and three. The cumulative charge
diagram (Fig. 7) and PRPD pattern (Fig. 8) show that
main occurring PDs may be identified as slot and gliding discharges. See Fig. 7 and phase gradient in positive
(0◦ - -180◦ ) and negative (180◦ –360◦ ) half sine wave of
testing voltage. Unsymmetrical distribution of cumulative charge according to the phase of testing voltage is
typical for slot and mainly gliding discharges.
In case of bar number two the gliding and slot discharges were suppressed. The bar was wedged and anticorona protection was used. The apparent charge is in
this case lower — 1.71 nC and inception voltage of PDs
is higher than in case of bar number one. Also the PRPD

Transformer 50kV

PC
Test
object

Regulation

Coupling
capacitor

PD detector

Measuring
impedance
Test voltage
Partial discharge
Fig. 5. PD Measurement Test Circuit
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Fig. 6. Q(t)U (t) Diagram for Bar Number One — Observation of
Self-Extinguish Phenomenon

Fig. 7. Cumulative Charge Diagram for Bar Numer One

Fig. 8. PRPD Diagram for Bar Numer One

Fig. 9. Cumulative Charge Diagram for Bar Numer Two

Fig. 10. PRPD Diagram for Bar Number Two

Fig. 11. Cumulative Charge Diagram for Bar Number Three

pattern (Fig. 10) shows symmetrical shapes in both halfwaves of testing sine wave. As mentioned before, the slot
and gliding discharges occur, but in limited size. In cumulative charge diagram the phase gradient of apparent
charge is more or less symmetric in negative and positive
half sinus wave, but still there is it is possible to observe
higher absolute size of apparent charge. It means that
gliding discharges still occur.
Finally bar number three proves that four-phase anticorona protection decreases the gliding discharge occur-

rence. Apparent charge was reduced to 1.46 nC and inception voltage increased to 4.6 kV. Also the PRPD diagram has typical shape for internal PD activity with
slightly superposed gliding and slot discharges. This theory is supported by Cumulative charge diagram which
clearly shows that gradient of apparent charge is more
or less the same and the absolute magnitude as well. It
means that gliding discharge activity was suppressed.
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Fig. 12. RPD Diagram for Bar Number Three

Fig. 13. Electric Field Intensity Along Non-Wedged Bar Without
Semiconducting Coating

Fig. 14. Electric Field Intensity Along Wedged Bar With TwoPhase Anti-Corona Protection

Fig. 15. Electric Field Intensity Along Wedged Bar With FourPhase Anti-Corona Protection

4 DISCUSSION

As seen from previous section, the mechanism and
appearance of partial discharge is different for different
physical layouts of stator winding insulations and its
semiconductong coating. The mechanism of creations of
the partial discharge for each possibility may be observed
using prepared FEM models. As mentioned, three layouts
of winding insulations with semiconducting coating have
been measured and modelled.
First modelled possibility considers a bar with basic
insulation laid in stator slot without any slot wedge and
semiconducting coating (see Fig. 13). In this case the
results from the model show a high electric field intensity drop, therefore a high gradient of electric field. In a
real machine this causes a high partial discharge activity caused mostly by gliding and slot discharges, which
agrees with results of measurement.
Second possibility was a wedged bar with two-phase
anti-corona semiconductor protection slot insulation. In
this case the real measurement shows elimination of slot
discharges and reduction of gliding discharges. As seen
from results of the numeric model (see Fig. 14), this effect has been achieved by three step electric field intensity
drop, which eliminates strong gradient observed in previous case.
Last modelled possibility shows a wedged bar with four
phase anticorona protection. The measurement in this

case shows lowering of gliding discharges and increase of
inception voltage while inner partial discharges remain
at the same niveau as in previous cases. This corresponds
with FEM results (Fig. 15) which show lowest gradient
of electric field at the end of stator packet and best coherence of final electric field space dependence.
This layout is very important from the point of view of
semiconducting protections, since according these results
it is possible to choose optimal materials and their layout
for such a protection. As seen from the results the physical
effects of electric field gradient correspond with measured
results on a real sample substituting real machine stator.
5 CONCLUSION

The finite element method modelling has proved unambiguous relation between magnetic field strength and
partial discharges in electric machinery. As show the results for each studied case of winding insulation anticorona protection the highest partial discharge activity
appears in case of simple winding bar insulation, where a
significant gradient of electric field appears.
The comparison of two cases of bar insulation with
anti-corona protection also shows, that the amount of
partial discharges may be affected by suitable choice of
amount of anti-corona protective layers and also their
suitable geometric layout. In studied cases the lowest
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amount of PD has been measured for four phase anticorona protection where the space dependency of electric
field strength is nearly continuous curve without significant gradients of electric field.
Using developed methodology and available measuring stands it is possible to provide optimizations of anticorona protection, which have been mostly impossible
yet. These optimizations will be a subject of further research at University of West Bohemia.
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